
Report of Management Development Programme at IRMA (1st to 5th May 2018) 

 

Learning points 

 The 5 day training at IRMA helped a lot to know about Team Dynamics. Each members in a team 

will have complementary skills which a leader should understand and guide accordingly  

 A good leader should have the ability to influence individuals or groups towards the 

achievement of goals.  

 Motivation is very much necessary in a work place, motivated work force will achieve tasks 

easily 

 Setting up of Team Goals is a very important task. Goals will have to be Specific, Measurable, 

Attainable, Relevant and Time Bound (SMART) 

 Every person has their own dignity; it is not the person who has to be changed but their 

environment. 

 Field visit Mujkuva village helped to know how a milk cooperative society works successfully and 

the role such societies played for the development of the community. 

 We got an opportunity to watch the film ‘Mamuliram’ which helped a lot to learn about how 

Amul came into being and how the leaders like Thribhuvandas and Dr. Varghese Kurian 

motivated people to participate in cooperative movement. 

 

 

Suggestions for future batch trainings 

 

 The plan and date of training must be informed earlier so that the participants will get time for 

preparation like booking tickets etc. 

 It will be much better if Motivation sessions covered in the training have more activities, role 

plays etc. instead of just theory classes 

 The session regarding the communication was just like a grammar class. It will be better if that 

session is about effective communication skills. 

 Analytical Hierarchy Process model studies will help in better decision making while Project 

formulation. It was taught through practical classes. But the session was very short that we did 

not get time to do it completely. More time should be given for AHP in next batches. 

Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree/ for improving HR management/ capacity building 

 Trainings must be given to the staff at all levels, which will help to improve the quality of the 

programmes. 

 Need based Programmes must be planned for better involvement of the community in our 

programmes. 

 Time management is very important in all the programmes. 

 Motivation and positive reinforcement for the team members is very important. 



How I was benefited 

 I was able to learn about effective leadership through the group activity on leadership 

 Through this training I learned the Importance of time management. 

 This training taught me that one should have clarity of the task inorder to accomplish it 

 The training helped to improve my professional skills 

Three resolutions which I took after the training 

 I will make a to-do list of my work, break it down to simple task and work according to priority. 

 I will give importance to time management 

 I will motivate my team members and co workers to achieve our goals together. 
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